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ASK THE EXPERTS

SEE THE FUTURE
Financial planning without a crystal ball
by Matthew Riddington
Associate
Austen Morris Associates

T

hroughout my 20 years of financial planning, I’ve been told many
times, “You didn’t predict that, did you?” The premise that as
an advisor I should be able to predict the major catalysts that affect
investment performance is pure fallacy!
September 11, the collapse of the financial markets and more recently events in Japan have all resulted in global downturns
in investment performance. I believe that success in financial management lies in having flexibility and diversity within your
investment portfolio. Whether saving on a regular basis for the costs associated with children’s education, planning for the
inevitability of retirement or investing a capital lump sum to provide a regular income or capital growth, the requirement for
competent individual financial advice has never been greater.
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There’s no
avoiding it:
investing and risk
go hand-in-hand

”

Investments with greater
inherent risk must provide
higher expected yields
if investors are to be
attracted to them

of just how unpredictable stock markets can be.
The credit crunch, higher interest rates and a
number of other factors saw the markets beset
by volatility (the rapid movement of share prices
up and down).

There’s no avoiding it: investing and risk go
hand-in-hand. The truth is that risk, in its
simplest sense, is the variability of returns.
Risk is a fact of life for any investor. Thanks to
inflation, there’s even risk in doing nothing. To
earn rewards you have to assume some level of
risk. If you minimise risk you may also minimise
your chance of achieving your goals.

The media made much of this volatility, and
people were understandably concerned that
their investments would lose money. Some
financial commentators have forecast more to
come, with the risk of a double dip recession,
so it’s important to understand exactly what
market volatility is and why I believe investors
should consider such movements a normal and
healthy feature of stock market investing.

Understanding the level of risk you’re willing
to take is crucial. It’s likely to be one of the first
things a financial adviser will ask you about, a
process known as risk profiling. This is essential,
as the more accurate your risk profile, the
greater the chance of recommending the most
suitable investments for your needs.

Stock markets go up and down all the time;
this is how they work. Despite this, markets
have historically followed an upward trend,
even in times of short-term volatility (see chart
below). That said, fluctuations both positive and
negative can be sudden and dramatic, and may
catch even experienced investors off-guard.

Remember that over time, as your personal
circumstances and the economic outlook
change, so too might your attitude to risk. So
it’s essential that you regularly review your
investments to make sure they continue to
reflect your needs.

In turbulent times, therefore, it’s all the more
important to understand the fundamentals that
underpin stock markets, look beyond shortterm volatility and consider market movements
with a longer-term perspective.

The single best way to protect
your portfolio is to spread
your risk across several
different types of investment

Timing the market, trying to spot the lowest
of the low points and the highest of the highs,
is difficult. Diversification, on the other hand,
is easy and effective. The starting point is an
accurate assessment of your tolerance to risk.

There are many different assets in which you can
invest, each with different risk characteristics.
While the risks attributable to assets cannot be
avoided, when managed collectively as part of
a diversified portfolio that spreads investment
funds among classes of securities and localities
in order to distribute and control risk, they can
be diluted.

When markets are turbulent,
it’s natural to be concerned
about how your investments
will be affected. Yet with
suitable long-term planning,
short-term market volatility
need not be a concern
The latter part of the first decade of the 21st
century provided investors with a stark reminder

In volatile times you’ll feel very exposed unless
your portfolio has been crafted around your
own personal risk profile.
Picking the right investment is essential to
securing performance and successfully riding
out volatility. But what is the right investment,
and what are the right sectors to invest in?
Here again diversification and expertise are
key. Investment funds run by professional,
well-resourced fund managers can offer a
route to both, with the associated benefit of a
knowledgeable financial planner. Advice is the
key.
The logical response to a volatile market is that
it creates good buying opportunities, as shares
actually cost less. Investing on a regular basis can
further dilute the risk to investment and provide
significantly greater returns.

Holding too many assets might be more
detrimental to your portfolio than good. If you
over-diversify, you might not end up losing
much money, but you might be holding back
your capacity for growth, as the proportion of
your money in different investments will be
too small to see much in the way of positive
results. The need for sound financial advice has
never been more appropriate.
Different markets perform differently at
different times, so one of the most effective ways
to achieve consistent returns is to spread your
money between several different types of assets
or markets. This is known as diversification.
Diversification gives you greater potential for
growth because your portfolio is not dependent
on any one company, fund or sector doing well.
So if one of your investments is performing
less well, others should be performing better
to compensate. This means you reduce your
potential risk.
Diversification can be achieved in a number of
ways:
By asset class – the simplest form of diversification
is spreading your money across equities, bonds,
cash and property
By country – investing internationally means
you’re not limiting your investment to the
fortunes of only one country
By industry sectors – consider investing across
a variety of sectors such as energy, financial
services, industrial and health care
By investment style – creating a balance between
funds that concentrate on growth opportunities
and others that focus on value stocks, those
whose potential has not yet been recognised by
the market

Effective diversification
Investing in a range of funds and fund managers
provides a simple and effective method of
diversification. Because your money is pooled
together with that of other investors, each fund
is large enough to diversify across hundreds and
even thousands of individual companies and
assets. What‘s more, all investment decisions are
managed by leading investment experts.
The opportunity to take professional
independent financial advice should never be
undervalued. Risk awareness and diversity of
portfolio are key to the ongoing satisfaction
of investors. So when clients say, “You didn’t
predict that, did you?” – I tell them that we had
it covered. §

Matthew Riddington is an Associate of Austen
Morris Associates in Shanghai.
If you would like an introduction to Austen Morris
Associates or an appointment to discuss savings
or investment planning with Matthew, contact
us on (021) 6390 1233 or email matthew.r@
austenmorris.com.
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diversification

The fact is, there’s no such thing as crystal ball finances.
Different markets perform differently at different times
& the most effective way to achieve consistent returns
is to spread your money between several different
types of assets or markets - diversify.
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And to do this, the need for sound financial advice has
never been more appropriate.
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